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In October, 2015 State Scientific Research Control Institute of Veterinary Medicinal Products and Feed Additives celebrates its 40th anniversary. The strategic direction of its development was the preparation of scientific specialists according to the profile that would professionally perform functions delegated by the state.

The level of modern equipment provision, scientific staff allow the Institute to conduct the tests in the sphere of quality, safety and efficacy of veterinary medicinal products, feed additives and premixes and finished products of animal origin concerning the residues of active substances of veterinary medicinal products, heavy metal salts, radionuclides, harmful chemical substances, to determine bacterial and parasitic contamination, mutagenicity and cancerogenicity, identification of proteins of different animal species and poultry and GMO.

Today 46% scientists with degrees, from that there are 40 candidates and 9 doctors of sciences, work in Institute. The workers of Institute promote the scientific level annually, protect 5-6 dissertations.

On the account of collective of Institute 570 the scientific developments completed and applied in serial industry; 11 copyright certificates; 49 patents on inventions, declarative patents and patents on useful models, among that 3 international. 23 monographs, 7 reference books, 8 manuals, 88 standards, over 150 methodical pointing and recommendations, went out from printing, over 1500 scientific articles are published, including 80 - in foreign editions. For control of quality of veterinary medicinal products and feed additives the profile laboratories of Institute use over 500 modern methods and methodologies, from what 70 it is worked out by the scientists of Institute and passed for work to the profile laboratories of veterinary medicine of Ukraine of different levels.